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LUXORliving  
controls your building
simple and safe

LUXORliving is the KNX-based smart home system 
from Theben. Perfect for new builds and retrofitting. 
Wired, expandable by radio or completely wireless. 
Light on, light off. Dimming. Regulate heating.   
Control blinds. Scenes. Via voice control, app and  
button. Simply mounted, installed and commissioned 
without ETS. With secure communication through  
KNX Data Secure meaning it is a protected long-term 
investment.
Just simple. Just safe. Just Theben.



#05  
For today and  
tomorrow
The LUXORliving comfort of today enables 
a self-determined life at home tomorrow 
(Ambient Assisted Living).

#04  
Protected  
investments
LUXORliving is based on the global KNX 
standard and is future-proof compared to 
proprietary systems.

#01  
Easy for everyone
LUXORliving is easy for installers to com-
mission without ETS and easy for users to 
operate. 

#03  
Quite flexible
Simply wire and commission.  Extend with 
wireless actuators. Relying entirely on radio. 
Or integrate a DALI lighting control system.

#02  
More security
LUXORliving is VDE-certified and offers  
numerous safety functions. For a safe,  
secure feeling at home. 

LUXORliving Smart Home: 
You have the choice

▻ LUXORliving Smart Start: Wireless system for retrofitting existing buildings  
without a KNX bus line

▻ LUXORliving: Wired system with the option of wireless expansion
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The choice is yours   
LUXORliving Smart Home 
Wired system

Power  
supply unit

Control centre with  
LAN connection

System devices

Push-button sensor Room controller

Push-button interface

Weather station

Room temperature controller

Binary input

Motion detector

Actuators Sensors

DALI actuator

Roller shutter/blind actuator

Split Unit 
Gateway 

Heating actuator

Push-button/interface Push-button 
module

Switch actuator

Media  
coupler

Dimming actuator

LUXORplug for setup LUXORplay for operation

▻ Wired system with the option of wireless expansion
▻ Up to 128 TP and 64 RF devices with up to 900 functions can be controlled



The choice is yours   
LUXORliving Smart Start   
radio system with IP-RF system center

WI-FI

System devices

Radio components

IP-RF system centre

WLAN

KNX-RF

DALI actuator

Roller shutter/blind actuator Heating actuator Push-button/interface

Switch actuatorDimming actuator

LUXORplug for setup LUXORplay for operation

▻ Radio system for retrofitting existing buildings without KNX bus cable
▻ Up to 30 RF devices with up to 30 functions can be controlled.
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LUXORliving Smart Start  
Retrofitting your smart home  
made easy 

With the growing requirements for sustainable construction, the 
importance of renovating and retrofitting existing buildings is 
also increasing. But how can rental apartments, single and  
multi-family homes, classrooms, stores or offices be retrofitted 
with KNX-based smart home functions if no KNX cable has been 
laid? And with as little effort as possible? LUXORliving Smart 
Start makes it possible!

LUXORliving Smart Start is the radio-based complete solution 
for the smart home with all the functions you really need today 
and in the future. Without KNX bus. Without control centre and 
power supply in the consumer unit. Without media coupler. And 
above all: without ETS. Getting started with a smart home can 
be so simple and future-proof.  

Lots of
smarter advantages

 

Completely  
flexible

Practical system centre as 
room controller, can be used 
with push-button actuator 
modules or flush-mounted 
RF actuators for switching, 
dimming, blinds

 

 

Radio-based

Standardized radio protocol 
KNX RF1.R

ETS
 

Commissioning 
without ETS

Simply via LUXORplug 
Windows software

 

Safe

Tamper-proof radio com-
munication with KNX Data 
Secure  
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30
 

30 functions

Switching, dimming, blinds, 
climate, scenes, groups, 
central OFF, panic function,  
window contacts, time 
control, astro function and 
much more.

 

Convenient to 
operate

Via system centre, push- 
button, LUXORplay app and 
voice. Remote control via 
Theben Cloud possible

 

Quick to install

Significant time savings 
thanks to flat push-button 
actuator modules instead 
of conventional wireless 
flush-mounted actuators 
and push-buttons

 

Flexibly  
expandable

Integration of Amazon  
Alexa, Google Assistant, 
IFTTT and much more.

 

Future-proof

KNX-based solution, later  
integration into wired  
system possible

 

Cost-effective

Without system devices 
such as power supply and 
media couplers and without 
an ETS licence, costs can be 
significantly reduced
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LUXORliving IP-RF system centre
- System centre and control unit for up to 30 functions
- WLAN interface for communication with LUXORplug  

commissioning software and LUXORplay operating app
- KNX-RF interface for controlling the LUXORliving radio  

actuators or push-button actuator modules

LUXORliving Smart Start
Retrofitting your smart home  
made easy

LUXORliving RF push-button 
- 2-/4-gang RF push-button with switching, dimming or blind 

actuator for use in LUXORliving and LUXORliving SmartStart
- 2-/4-gang RF push-button with temperature sensor for use 

in LUXORliving and LUXORliving SmartStart

Common properties
- Quick installation due to low installation depth of only  

25.6 mm
- Simple replacement of conventional switches
- Compatible with many 55 mm switch ranges
- 1-/2-gang rockers (incl. retaining frame) available as  

accessories

The components at a glance



LUXORliving PJ 1 RF
>  Radio push-button/blind  

actuator module

LUXORliving H 1 S RF

>   1-channel radio heating 

actuator flush-mounted

LUXORliving PB 4 RF
>   Radio push-button  

module

LUXORliving PS 1 RF

>   Wireless push-button  

switch actuator module

LUXORliving D 1 DALI RF

>   1-channel DALI radio actuator 

flush-mounted

LUXORliving J1 S RF

>   UP 1-channel radio blind 
actuator

LUXORliving PD 1 RF

>   Radio push-button dimmer 

actuator module

LUXORliving IP-RF

>  Smart Start  
system centre

WLAN 
KNX-RF

LUXORliving E 1 S RF

>   1-channel flush-mounted radio 
actuator for electric heating
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Simply flexible  
in the installation
and assembly

Simply wire, set up, program and you're done. Or retrofit with 
wireless actuators. The visualisation is created automatically. 
With LUXORplug you can create the project file in no time at all. 
Whether you carry out the installation in your office or directly 
on site. It is in your hands. And you have everything under con-
trol via the Internet via the Theben Cloud with the LUXORplay 
app - conveniently via smartphone or tablet.  LUXORliving  
makes things easier for everyone. And some things remain as 
simple as you have always been used to from Theben and 
LUXOR: The installation.

 

Certified  
components

LUXORliving uses standard 
KNX communication and is 
therefore future-proof and 
investment-safe compared 
to proprietary systems. It 
is always kept up to date 
with updates and can be 
easily expanded if required. 
The highlight: LUXORliving 
contains as much KNX as 
necessary and as little  
complexity as possible. 

 

Simple 
start-up

LUXOR has always been 
easy to install. LUXORliving 
is child's play. Simply mount, 
wire and adjust. Done. 
Without ETS. A licence is 
not required. no previous 
knowledge either.  Simply 
follow your intuition - quick-
ly, safely and successfully.

 

Flexible 
BUS wiring

In conventional installations, 
the functions are prede-
fined by the wiring. Not so 
with LUXORliving. Based on 
flexible BUS cabling, lights, 
shutters or other applica-
tions can be assigned to the 
push-buttons as required. 

...
 

Free push 
button  
selection

The buttons are prede-
fined in many smart home 
systems. Not with LUXOR-
living. Here the homeowner 
is free to choose whether 
to use our LUXORliving iON 
push-buttons or any other 
conventional push-button in 
conjunction with our binary 
inputs and push-button 
interfaces.
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Clever  
Presence 
simulation

When the residents are at 
home, they use LUXORliving. 
If you are not at home, you 
can use LUXORliving. The 
clever smart home system 
ensures that the lights 
come on and the blinds are 
lowered every evening while 
the residents enjoy their 
vacation in safety.

 

Custom  
scenarios

Lighting scenes and shutter 
positions are of course also 
freely programmable and 
can be called up with a 
command on request. This 
means everyone can put 
together the set of scenes 
they want.
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LUXORliving E1

>   1-channel flush-mounted  
heating actuator for  
electric heating

The simple smart home system for new buildings   
Whether a detached house or apartment building, villa, one-room apartment, medical practice  
or law firm: LUXORliving as a KNX-based, wired Smart Home system is the perfect basis for a  
future-proof Smart Home.
LUXORliving is wired in the same way as any other KNX installation. The individual systems such 
as lighting, heating, ventilation and blinds are intelligently networked with each other and com-
missioned without ETS. It can be conveniently controlled by voice via Amazon Alexa or Google 
Assistant, via the free LUXORplay app or by push-button.

LUXORliving H6 
LUXORliving J4

>   4-channel blind actuator
>   6-channel heating actuator

LUXORliving IP1  LUXORliving P640
>  LUXORliving system centre>  Power supply 640 mA

Simply flexible  
in the installation
and assembly

LUXORliving iON8
>   Room controller with LC 

display and 10 functions

LUXORliving iON2

>   Push-button sensor with 2 

buttons and 2 status LEDs

LUXORliving iON4
>   Push-button sensor with 4 

buttons and 4 status LEDs

LUXORliving D1

>   1-channel universal 

dimming actuator 

flush-mounted

LUXORliving S1
>  1-channel flush-mounted 

switching actuator
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Expansion stage for the TP system  
Do you want to extend your home with a wired LUXORliving 
system to include an extension or conservatory and equip it 
with smart functions? 
No problem: with LUXORliving, existing TP installations can  
be quickly and easily extended with KNX wireless actuators -  
without additional wiring but with all the usual functions.  
The RF1 media coupler serves as an interface between the TP 
system and RF components. 
Of course, our RF push-button actuator modules can also be 
used to retrofit wired LUXORliving systems. Perfect when 
things need to be done particularly quickly and for flat switch 
boxes. 

LUXORliving D 1 DALI RF

>   1-channel DALI radio  

actuator flush-mounted

LUXORliving H6

>   6-channel  
heating actuator

LUXORliving RF1  LUXORliving IP1  LUXORliving P640
>  Media coupler
>  LUXORliving system center>  Power supply 640 mA

LUXORliving J1 S RF

>   UP 1-channel radio blind 
actuator

LUXORliving iON4
>   Push-button  

sensor with 4  
buttons and 4  
status LEDs

LUXORliving PB 4 RF
>   Radio push- 

button module

LUXORliving iON8
>   Room controller with LC 

display and 10 functions

LUXORliving J1 S RF

>   UP 1-channel radio  
blind actuator
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LUXORliving   
Smart Home  
easily under control 
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LUXORliving   
Smart Home  
easily under control

Smart home system - that sounds like 
complicated programming and time- 
consuming familiarisation with all  
the functions. This does not apply to 
LUXORliving. LUXORliving is the smart 
home system that is self-explanatory. 
It's easy to use and it's fun to try out all 
the functions. This applies not only to 
the residents, but also to the installer 
during installation, programming and 
commissioning.

↑ LUXORplug for commissioning
LUXORplug is the simple commissio-
ning software from Theben.  
Windows-based - fast, secure, uncom-
plicated. Previous knowledge is not  
required.  

→ LUXORplay for operation 
LUXORplay is the app for convenient, 
secure and almost playfully simple 
operation of LUXORliving via smart-
phone or tablet (for Android, iOS and 
Windows).
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Simply set up
Easy to operate   
In 6 steps 

1. Start project
First, take care of the formalities by adding all relevant project 
information such as the property name, client, address and  
installer.

2. Create overview 
Use drag & drop to add the rooms to the corresponding floors 
and assign them individual names.

3. Integrate devices 
Devices that have already been installed can be automatically 
read in, identified and named. Or you can create the device list 
manually and offline.

4. Set functions  
For each room, you can add functions to the devices using drag 
& drop. This is a simple way of determining which devices 
communicate with each other.

5. Program functions 
These functions can be transferred at any time. The project 
planning does not necessarily have to be completed in order  
to program the devices.

6. Prepare visualisation
The project file is transferred to the system centre.  From now 
on, the functions can be easily operated and configured with 
the LUXORplay app. 
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Full control -   
simply via the Internet
Secure remote access   
via the Theben Cloud

The simple programming and operation of LUXORliving 
is really hard to beat. Unless, one also enables full  
remote access. Welcome to the Theben Cloud!

Practical: After logging into the Theben Cloud, you can 
edit the names of your gateways or assign management 
rights to additional users handed over.

myTheben  
Register directly in the myTheben portal at  

https://cloud.theben.de  
and enjoy all the benefits of the cloud services after taking 
out a subscription.  

Added value through the subscription
A free trial period of 12 months
A Use Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa skills
A  Free updates
A New/extended functions exclusively for myTheben 

users
A Unlimited number of users Safe is safe  

With the Theben Cloud, you 
can play it safe thanks to the 
certified server location in 
Germany. Your LUXORliving 
smart home system is thus 
optimally protected against 
data theft and manipulation. 

Always and everywhere there for you 
All LUXORliving functions can be controlled and  
statuses monitored remotely via the Theben Cloud 
using the LUXORplay app. 

You can start and configure access via the cloud 
yourself with just a few clicks - no network 
knowledge required. Or you can leave everything  
to your installer. 
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Power supply unit

Control cen-
tre with LAN 
connection

Access via the in-house 
network

Safe is safe
LUXORliving is VDE-certified

VDE-certified and tested for smart 
home information security:
A LUXORliving IP1 system centre
A iOS and Android app LUXORplay
A Remote access via Theben Cloud
A Cloud server in Germany
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Ambient Assisted Living
Better quality of life  
today and tomorrow 

In addition to optimized energy efficiency, smart 
home functions offer enormous advantages in terms 
of living comfort and security. This added convenience 
and safety today also provides valuable support for 
the future.

Many people find themselves in a situation where they can 
no longer cope with everyday life without assistance due to 
age, a disability or an accident. This is where Ambient Assis-
ted Living (AAL) comes into play. AAL stands for projects, 
devices and services that help senior citizens and people with 
disabilities to live largely independently in their own homes 
and avoid having to move into a care facility for as long as 
possible.
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#01 Light
Switch light automatically via motion 
detector
With wall-mounted detectors such as the 
LUXORliving BI180, you don't need a free 
hand to switch the light on and off. A plus 
point if, for example, walking aids make it 
difficult to operate the light switch manually. 

#03  
Heating & blinds
Control heating and blinds from  
anywhere   
If movement is restricted, LUXORliving  
makes it easy to adjust the temperature  
and shading from the sofa using voice  
control or an app - even via preset scenes. 

#02 Dimming
Dimming the light automatically  
The LUXORplay app can be used to set 
lighting conditions for day and night. This 
means you are not dazzled when the light  
is switched on at night and can move 
around your home more safely. The  
dimmed light also makes it easier to fall 
asleep again.

LUXORliving solutions
with little helpers
for large hurdles

Ambient Assisted Living with  
LUXORliving offers many opportunities 
to make everyday life easier by simple 
means, protect people from harm and 
improve their quality of life.

Smart home retrofit?  Best with the right 
support
A smart home retrofit or extension with  
LUXORliving is cheaper than you might think. 
The German Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau 
(KfW) also promotes the integration of smart 
home technologies in existing buildings.  
Funding can be applied for in the form of loans 
or grants for age-appropriate conversions,  
the reduction of barriers or energy-efficient 
refurbishments. It pays to be informed!
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#05  Voice control
Using a home emergency call  
With Amazon Alexa or Google Assistant, 
home emergency calls such as "My Henry" 
can be used by voice to contact trusted  
people. Other smart functions such as  
blind and temperature control can also  
be controlled by voice.

#04 Central OFF
Switch off lighting centrally
With the central OFF function from  
LUXORliving, all lighting in the house  
can be switched off at the touch of a  
button, e.g. using the button next to  
the bed or via the app.  

LUXORliving SmartStart: simply retrofit AAL 
functions
As a wireless solution, LUXORliving Smart 
Start provides the perfect basis for retrofitting 
rental apartments, owner-occupied homes 
and apartment buildings with AAL functions. 
Without a lengthy construction site at home 
and without high investments. Simply installed 
and put into operation. Convenient operation 
via system centre, push-button, app or voice. 
Flexibly expandable and absolutely future- 
proof thanks to the KNX-RF standard. There  
for today and tomorrow!
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Smart Home?   
For sure!
Optimum protection  
with LUXORliving

Everything off.   
Perhaps the  
cleverest function. 

You know the situation: the car is packed, 
the family is waiting and you go through the 
whole house again to check everything. In 
the end, however, there is still an uneasy 
feeling of having forgotten something. That 
is now history. With LUXORliving you can 
relax and close the door behind you. You 
simply press "Central OFF" - and everything 
is off. From televisions to irons.



Always there for you.  
Presence simulation  
with LUXORliving.   

Sometimes you just have to leave everything behind and close 
the doors behind you. It will be nice if everything continues to 
run smoothly. Just as you are used to. LUXORliving's presence 
simulation ensures that the lights come on and the blinds are 
lowered at the usual time every evening. After all, not everyone 
needs to know that you are not at home.

LUXORliving  A soothing
Feeling of security

That drives everyone away.  
Don't panic with LUXORliving.

 
It's good to know that everyone is safe and sound at home. 
With its panic function, LUXORliving makes a significant contri-
bution to this feeling of security and prevents panic from  
arising in the first place. At least not for you, but at best for 
those you want to surprise. At the slightest disturbance, at  
unexplained noises in front of, next to or behind the house, a 
single command simultaneously triggers the activation of
House lighting and blinds. That drives away everyone who has 
no business being there. Even if it's just the neighbour's cat.

Security and safety for the whole family is what most people associate with their home.  
It is all the more important if a break-in permanently impairs this feeling. Smart home  
systems such as LUXORliving offer numerous possibilities. 
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Decorative picture for light

Lighting  
Your feel-good ambience  
in the right light

The right lighting makes a significant contribution to a 
successful feel-good ambience and can also have a  
positive effect on the psyche and health. LUXORliving  
simplifies lighting management considerably. This allows 
different colours (RGBW) and colour temperatures to be 
regulated and dimmed in different rooms.   

While warm light with a low colour temperature creates a particularly cozy and relaxing 
atmosphere, cold light is ideal for the study or kitchen, as its high blue component has a 
biologically stimulating effect and makes rooms look larger and cleaner.
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Decorative picture for light
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Versatile motion detector 
Lighting and HVAC control
in the Smart Home 

LUXORliving BI360 is the versatile motion detector for ceiling mounting for efficient 
lighting and HVAC control in the LUXORliving smart home system. As a motion  
detector with a circular detection area (360°, Ø 12 m at a mounting height of 3 m), it 
is suitable for entrance areas, corridors, storage rooms, cellars and toilets, for example. 
Thanks to protection class IP54, the BI360 can also be used in damp rooms and out-
doors. 

Surface-mounted frame, gray, LUXA 103 GR 
Article no. 9070844

Surface-mounted frame black, LUXA 103 BK 
Article no. 9070843

The LUXORliving BI360 offers an elegant, compact design and 
many other advantages: The devices are not only suitable for 
simple surface mounting, but also for quick ceiling or flush- 
mounted installation. With surface-mounted housings in black, 
white or gray, the motion detectors fit into any room design. 
The motion detector can be parameterized with minimal effort 
using the LUXORplug Windows software. The integrated tem-
perature sensor for HVAC control makes an external sensor 
superfluous.
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With the DALI-2 certified LUXORliving  
actuators, up to 30 DALI operating  
devices per channel can be controlled via 
broadcast commands. Broadcast commu-
nication requires no DALI addressing or 
grouping and considerably simplifies 
commissioning and maintenance. The  
actuators also support the control of the 
colour and colour temperature of devices 
according to DALI Device Type 8 (DT8) in 
the smart home system: For example, the 
atmosphere in living rooms can be made 
more pleasant by using colder or warmer 
light.
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DALI broadcast actuators LUXORliving
Flexible colour control
in the Smart Home

DALI broadcast actuator LUXORliving D4 DALI
A  4 channels
A  30 DALI ECGs per channel
A  Simple commissioning and maintenance thanks to  

broadcast communication
A  Support for colour and colour temperature control  

(device type 8) via push-button or LUXORplay app

Convenient and flexible operation
LUXORliving makes your everyday life easier with 
intuitive and flexible operation. Individual scenes 
with time control can be conveniently set up via 
the LUXORplay app (iOS, Android and Windows), 
which gives you full control of all functions, inclu-
ding colour and colour temperature control. 

The LUXORliving DALI UP dimming actuators offer a simple and 
cost-effective alternative to DALI gateways where these would 
be oversized due to a small number of luminaires and lighting 
groups.

The DALI-2 certified flush-mounted dimming actuators are avai-
lable for the KNX smart home system LUXORliving and for native 
KNX systems as well as twisted pair and wireless versions. This 
makes them suitable both for new buildings and for retrofitting in 
existing buildings.
Thanks to its compact design, it can be surface-mounted and 
flush-mounted or installed in ceiling boxes and suspended cei-
lings. Two external inputs allow the connection of potential-free 
buttons, switches or a temperature sensor.
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Let the weather work for you 
With the LUXORliving weather station

That's right, you can't change the weather. But you can use 
sunlight, wind, temperature and rain to control blinds and  
shades in your smart home system. Is that possible? It's clear: 
with the LUXORliving weather stations from Theben.

The weather station lowers the blinds in direct sunlight, for  
example, thus reducing overheating of the rooms. Or bring the 
blinds into a safe position in strong winds. If it starts to rain, 
sensitive textile hangings are automatically retracted. The  
weather station can also automatically open the blinds at  
dawn or close them at dusk if required. 

A For detecting wind, rain, brightness and 
temperature 

A Rain sensor with heating 
A For fully automatic blind and sun  

shading control
A Display of weather data e.g. with 

LUXORliving app "LUXORplay"
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One for all. Weather sensor and weather 
centre for the apartment building

With the LUXORliving M100 weather sensor 
and the M130 weather centre, you can  
cover several LUXORliving installations at 
the same time. The weather sensor supplies 
the information to the control centre. In 
this way, up to 20 LUXORliving installations 
- for example in an apartment building - 
can be supplied with valuable weather  
information in one go. This reduces device 
costs and saves installation time. 

LX system 1

LX system 20

LX system ...

LUXORliving M140
A Combined weather station 
A Recording and evaluation directly in the 

device
A Sun protection for up to four façades 

thanks to 3 integrated brightness  
sensors

LUXORliving M140 24V
The All in One 24V version complements the
Product portfolio of LUXORliving weather 
stations.
To simplify the installation only one cable 
needs to be laid to the weather  
station instead of two.

LUXORliving M100
A Combination weather sensor for use 

with the LUXORliving M130 weather 
station

A Forwarding of measured values to up  
to 20 LUXORliving M130 weather  
control centres

A For detecting wind, rain, temperature 
and brightness (3 directions)
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LUXORliving:
The smart home system 
without limits

Anyone planning their own home or office 
space for a smart home expects one thing 
above all: flexibility in terms of expanda-
bility.  Together with our cooperation 
partners, we react agilely to new market 
challenges and our customers' use cases 
and are constantly developing LUXOR-
living further. This keeps our smart home 
system simple to configure. And you  
enjoy maximum functionality.

Said. Done. Voice control via voice  
assistant
The operation of the functions is as varied as LUXORliving 
itself. Whether by push-button on site, LUXORplay app or 
voice assistant, LUXORliving executes your commands  
immediately. 
By connecting the LUXORliving IP1 system centre to the 
Theben Cloud, the programmed functions can be auto-
matically transferred to the voice assistant.   
 

Find out more on
www.amazon.de  
assistant.google.com

Numerous combinations with smart  
products and internet services
IFTTT stands for If This Then That and is the best way  
to integrate apps, devices and services. LUXORliving's  
integration into the IFTTT service enables a wide range  
of combinations with other smart products and inter-
net-enabled services from the areas of: Health,  
productivity and social media. 

 

You can find more details about 
the providers here: https://ifttt.
com/explore/services
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Open IoT platform.   
Integrate components via iHaus 
The iHaus Smart Living app is your home at a glance. 
iHaus collects all devices such as Philips Hue, Sonos,  
KNX, Tesla and much more in a central app. Connect and 
control smart devices, room by room - from anywhere  
and at any time. 

 
 
 

Find out more at   
www.ihaus.com

Integrate warning alarms via  
Ei Electronics
A house fire or an uncontrolled carbon monoxide leak can 
be fatal. The integration of smoke and carbon monoxide 
alarms in LUXORliving is therefore particularly recommen-
ded. Thanks to the underlying mesh radio networking, 
residents are quickly and reliably warned of smoke and 
carbon monoxide and can get to safety in good time.       
 
 
 
 
Find out more at 
www.eielectronics.de
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#01 Package  
blinds
You can achieve energy-efficient and safe control 
of various blinds with this starter pack:  

Contents (article number 4990010):
1x LUXORliving IP1 system control unit
1x Power supply LUXORliving P640
1x Weather station LUXORliving M140
1x Blind actuator LUXORliving J8
2x push button interface LUXORliving T4

#03 Package  
blinds and lighting
You can implement the most important functions 
with this starter package:  

Contents (article number 4990012):
1x LUXORliving IP1 system control unit
1x Power supply LUXORliving P640
1x Switch actuator LUXORliving S8
1x dimming actuator LUXORliving D4
1x Blind actuator LUXORliving J8
4x pushbutton interface LUXORliving T4
1x Weather station LUXORliving M140

#02 Package 
lighting
Lay the foundation for an atmospheric ambience 
with this starter pack:  

Contents (article number 4990011):
1x LUXORliving IP1 system control unit
1x Power supply LUXORliving P640
1x Switch actuator LUXORliving S8
1x dimming actuator LUXORliving D4
2x push button interface LUXORliving T4

#04 Package  
blinds basic
Beginners can control various blinds with this 
starter pack:  

Contents (article number 4990013):
1x LUXORliving IP1 system control unit
1x Power supply LUXORliving P640
1x Blind actuator LUXORliving J8
4x pushbutton interface LUXORliving T4

Get off to a flying start  
with the all-round carefree packages
for LUXORliving

All good things come in fours: with our LUXORliving starter packages, you can get started 
with your smart home. Each of the packages covers a different focus. Of course, the  
components can be individually expanded and upgraded at any time. Just as you wish.
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theBuddy is Theben's partnership concept 
that turns satisfied customers into close 
partners. And from which you and your 
customers benefit. The idea behind it is 
very simple: partners support each other. 
We - Theben - support our partners in 
four ways:

Find out more now and become theBuddy!

You are not yet a theBUDDY, but you want to become one? Would you like to make an appointment  
with our sales representative? Simply send us an e-mail to thebuddy@luxorliving.de.  We are here for you.

theBuddy Partner Program:
Strong partnership   
for smart experts

▻ Partnership in a strong team: 
technical support, access to exclusive 
training 

▻ Warranty extension - 5 years:  
five-year warranty on every  
LUXORliving installation

▻ Advertising material: Selection of 
high-quality advertising material 
such as personalised banners

▻ Exclusivity: Online presence on the 
Theben website
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LUXORliving
The whole program

Description Type Item no.

LUXORliving push-button sensors

Push-button sensor with 2 buttons and 2 status LEDs and  
integrated temperature sensor

LUXORliving iON2 4800412

LUXORliving iON2 BK** 4801412

LUXORliving iON2 SR** 4802412

Push-button sensor with 4 buttons and 4 status LEDs and  
integrated temperature sensor

LUXORliving iON4 4800414

LUXORliving iON4 BK** 4801414

LUXORliving iON4 SR** 4802414

Room controller with integrated room temperature controller,  
LC display for operating and displaying 10 functions

LUXORliving iON8 4800418

LUXORliving iON8 BK** 4801418

LUXORliving iON8 SR** 4802418

  

Frame for surface mounting the push-button sensors Surface Box iON WH 9080024

Surface Box iON BK 9080025

LUXORliving motion detector

Motion detector for indoor wall mounting LUXORliving BI180 WH 4800350

Motion detector for ceiling mounting indoors and outdoors,  
with round detection area, flush-mounted, recessed ceiling  
and surface-mounted

LUXORliving BI360 4800355

Frame for surface mounting the LUXORliving BI360 motion 
detector

Surface box LUXA 103 B WH 9080019

Surface box LUXA 103 B GR 9080020

Surface box LUXA 103 B BK 9080021

LUXORliving system appliances

LUXORliving system centre LUXORliving IP1 4800495

Power supply 640 mA LUXORliving P640 4800990

Media coupler for system expansion with radio devices LUXORliving RF1 4800868

** BK = black, SR = silver
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Description Type Item no.

LUXORliving DALI actuator

4-channel DALI actuator Broadcast, DALI-2 certified interface  
to DALI operating devices

LUXORliving D4 DALI 4800300

LUXORliving actuators

4-way switching actuator, 16 A, 600 W LED lamp load LUXORliving S4 4800420

8-channel switching actuator, 16 A, 600 W LED lamp load LUXORliving S8 4800425

16-channel switching actuator, 16 A, 600 W LED lamp load LUXORliving S16 4800429

2-channel universal dimming actuator, 2 x 400 W LED  
lamp load

LUXORliving D2 4800470

4-channel universal dimming actuator, 4 x 200 W LED  
lamp load

LUXORliving D4 4800475

4-channel blind actuator LUXORliving J4 4800450

4-channel blind actuator compact, 6 binary inputs, replacement 
LUXOR home comfort control

LUXORliving J4-6 4800451

8-channel blind actuator LUXORliving J8 4800455

Further information and accessories can be  
found on our website www.luxorliving.co.uk
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Description Type Item no.

LUXORliving package

System centre LUXORliving IP1, power supply LUXORliving P640, 
weather station LUXORliving M140, blind actuator LUXORliving 
J8, 2x push-button interface LUXORliving T4

LUXORliving package blinds 4990010

LUXORliving IP1 system central control unit, LUXORliving P640 
power supply, LUXORliving S8 switching actuator, LUXORliving D4 
dimming actuator, 2x LUXORliving T4 push-button interface

LUXORliving lighting package 4990011

System centre LUXORliving IP1, power supply LUXORliving P640, 
weather station LUXORliving M140, switch actuator LUXORliving 
S8, dimming actuator LUXORliving D4, blind actuator LUXORliving 
J8, 4x push-button interface LUXORliving T4

LUXORliving package blinds 
& lighting

4990012

System centre LUXORliving IP1, power supply LUXORliving P640, 
blind actuator LUXORliving J8, 4x push-button interface  
LUXORliving T4

LUXORliving package blinds 
basic

4990013

LUXORliving UP actuators

1-channel universal dimming actuator flush-mounted, 250 W 
LED lamp load, 2 integrated inputs for pushbuttons, switches  
or temperature sensor

LUXORliving D1 4800570

1-channel flush-mounted DALI actuator, simple commissioning 
of up to 30 ECGs in broadcast mode, 2 integrated inputs for 
push-buttons, switches or temperature sensors

LUXORliving D1 DALI 4800580

1-channel blind actuator flush-mounted, 10 A, 2 integrated 
inputs for pushbutton, switch or temperature sensor

LUXORliving J1 4800550

1-channel switch actuator flush-mounted, 16 A, 600 W LED 
lamp load, 2 integrated inputs for pushbuttons, switches or 
temperature sensor

LUXORliving S1 4800520

1-channel heating actuator flush-mounted for controlling 
thermal actuators 230 V AC, 2 integrated inputs for pushbuttons, 
switches or temperature sensor

LUXORliving H1 4800540

1-channel flush-mounted heating actuator for electric heaters, 
direct connection option for floor sensor, integrated controller

LUXORliving E1 4800542

LUXORliving
The whole program
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Further information and accessories can be  
found on our website www.luxorliving.co.uk

Description Type Item no.

LUXORliving binary inputs/button interfaces

6-channel binary input, multi-voltage LUXORliving B6 4800430

2-channel push-button interface for the integration of 
push-buttons or switches

LUXORliving T2 4800402

4-channel push-button interface for the integration of 
push-buttons, switches or temperature sensors

 LUXORliving T4 4800404

8-channel push-button interface for the integration of 
push-buttons, switches or temperature sensors

LUXORliving T8 4800408

LUXORliving heating control

6-channel heating actuator for controlling thermal actuators 
24-230 V AC

LUXORliving H6 4800440

6-channel heating actuator for controlling thermal actuators  
24 V or 0-10 V, simple installation in the heating circuit manifold

LUXORliving H6 24V 4800441

Single-room temperature controller with 4-channel push-button 
interface

LUXORliving R718 4800480

LUXORliving air conditioning

IR gateway for controlling climate split devices LUXORliving AC IR1 4800320 

LUXORliving weather station

Combination weather station for recording wind, rain, brightness 
and temperature

LUXORliving M140 4800490

Combination weather station with 24V auxiliary voltage for 
recording wind, rain, brightness and temperature

LUXORliving M140 24V 4800493

Combination weather sensor for use with the LUXORliving M130 
weather station, forwarding of measured values

LUXORliving M100 4800491

Weather centre for use with the LUXORliving M100 weather 
sensor, reception and evaluation of measured values

LUXORliving M130 4800492
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Description Type Item no.

LUXORliving System centre Smart Start

System centre for a radio-based smart home system, control 
centre and room controller for 30 functions, WLAN interface, 
KNX-RF interface for controlling the LUXORliving radio actuators 
or push-button actuator modules

LUXORliving IP-RF 4800000

LUXORliving radio components

1-channel radio switch actuator flush-mounted, 10 A, 600 W 
LED lamp load, 2 integrated inputs for pushbuttons, switches  
or temperature sensor

LUXORliving S1 S RF 4800621

1-channel radio universal dimming actuator flush-mounted,  
250 W LED lamp load, 2 integrated inputs for pushbuttons, 
switches or temperature sensor

LUXORliving D1 S RF 4800671

1-channel DALI radio actuator flush-mounted, simple commissi-
oning of up to 30 ECGs in broadcast mode, 2 integrated  
inputs for push-buttons, switches or temperature sensors

LUXORliving D1 DALI S RF 4800681

1-channel radio blind actuator flush-mounted, 5 A,  
2 integrated inputs for pushbutton, switch or temperature 
sensor

LUXORliving J1 S RF 4800651

1-channel radio heating actuator flush-mounted for controlling 
thermal actuators 230 V AC, 2 integrated inputs for pushbuttons, 
switches or temperature sensor

LUXORliving H1 S RF 4800641

1-channel radio heating actuator flush-mounted for electric 
heaters, direct connection possibility floor sensor, integrated 
controller

LUXORliving E1 S RF 4800642

4-channel radio pushbutton interface UP for integration of 
pushbuttons, switches or temperature sensors

LUXORliving T4 S RF 4800614

LUXORliving
The whole program
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Description Type Item no.

2/4-channel radio push-button with temperature sensor 
LUXORliving

LUXORliving PB 4 RF 4800615

2/4-gang wireless push-button with switch actuator  
LUXORliving

LUXORliving PS 1 RF 4800625

2/4-channel wireless push-button with dimming actuator 
LUXORliving

LUXORliving PD 1 RF 4800675

2/4-channel radio push-button with blind actuator  
LUXORliving

LUXORliving PJ 1 RF 4800655

  

For use in 55 mm switch ranges, including mounting frame Rocker 1-fold WH 9080026

  

For use in 55 mm switch ranges, including mounting frame Rocker 2-fold WH 9080027

Further information and accessories can be  
found on our website www.luxorliving.co.uk
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